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believed to be dying. He took up his abode in a cell at Nocera,
expecting a speedy death. Actually he had twelve more years
of work.  It was a singularly unhappy period, for dissension
broke out again in the order; the saint, crippled, deaf, nearly
blind, could not control his quarrelsome foundation. Though
eighty-eight, and almost bedridden, he was assailed by tempta-
tions of the devil, and had to fight night and day against sinful
suggestions, apparitions, and illusions. After three years of this
struggle he won his way through to peace, dying peacefully
on August i, 1787, when just short of ninety-one years of age.
Alphonsus was canonized in 1839. His reputation for saint-
liness was the result of a life of intense activity, and, indeed,
.of intense passion, spent in the service of God, unsullied,
yet apparently a failure in its aims, for his order was never
widespread, and seemed in perpetual danger of disintegration.
His solid fame rests upon numerous published works, especially
a Theologia Moralis, a grand treatise on problems of conduct
and motive, inspired by the Jesuit system of casuistry, and
carrying this system to complete and, as Alphonsus believed,
unchallengeable  conclusions.   In  an age regarded by good
Catholics as one of impiety and infidelity, the age of Voltaire,
Rousseau, and Frederick the Great, the long career of this
passionate Papalist, whose character was like that of St Francis
and   St   Theresa,  made   an impression  on contemporary
society which to-day can scarcely be realized.   His reputed
miracles are not numerous nor particularly impressive.   His
published works, numerous and solid though they are, do
not account for his great reputation. This reputation is the
result of character, or moral intensity, which, in a long and
stormy life, imposed itself upon the imagination of an age
beginning to react from the dictates of pure reason.   It
cannot have been a wholly worldly age which recognized
so frankly the merit, on the one hand, of the stormy, harassed,
passionate, unhappy character of the zealot Alphonsus, and, on
the other, of the tranquil, harmonious, cheerful Pastor Oberlin.
In Germany in the eighteenth century there was a notable
evangelical or * Pietist * movement, which continued to have a

